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Abstract
Objectives: Cognitive remediation therapy (CRT) for anorexia nervosa (AN) is an intervention designed to improve
the thinking processes of AN patients as well as their general cognitive functioning. While previous behavioural
studies have shown promising results, no studies to date have assessed the neuronal effects of CRT in AN.
Methods: In this study, nine patients and fourteen healthy controls (HC) performed a variant of the embedded
figures test (EFT) during functional magnetic resonance imaging at two separate occasions to assess central
coherence. Patients received 10 sessions of CRT in between scans, and controls did not receive any training.
Results: While both groups showed improvement on the task over time, there was no indication of greater
improvement in performance after CRT. Neuroimaging data did reveal that on complex embedded figures (CEF), those
with AN showed a stronger decrease in task-related activation during the follow-up scan in the fusiform gyrus and middle
occipital gyrus as well as greater task-related deactivation in the medial frontal gyrus extending into the precuneus.
Conclusions: This greater neural efficiency in AN after CRT could be indicative of successfully adopting a more global
strategy on the EFT and suggests that CRT affects central coherence on a neural level.
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Introduction
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a psychiatric disorder that affects
almost 1% of young women [1] and is associated with high
mortality rates [2] and poor prognosis [3]. Treatment is
often problematic [4] with high drop-out rates and limited
acceptance and adherence to treatment. This is often attributed to the inflexible and obsessional cognitive style found
in patients [5].
Previous research has suggested a neurocognitive profile
illustrating inefficiencies in cognitive flexibility, attention,
central coherence, social cognition and long-term and
visuospatial memory [6-9], but these neuropsychological
processes are generally not addressed in treatment. Cognitive remediation therapy (CRT) aims to raise awareness of
thinking styles and to improve strategies through series of
exercises designed to develop a more flexible and global
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thinking style [6,9]. CRT has been implemented in individual and group settings, both for outpatients and inpatients,
with promising results (for review, see [10]). This is illustrated by reports of positive qualitative feedback [11],
low drop-out rates [12] and medium to large effect size
improvements in cognitive task performance [13].
To date, there have been no studies that have assessed
the effects of CRT in AN using neuroimaging. Studies
of CRT in schizophrenia have reported improvements
in domains such as working memory, attention, social
cognition and reasoning, alongside changes in brain activation [14-17] as well as preservation of brain structure
and volume [17,18].
This study aimed to assess the effects of CRT in AN on
central coherence using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Central coherence, as measured by a variant
of the embedded figures test (EFT), was chosen as a previous cross-sectional investigation of this paradigm found better performance in healthy controls (HC) with less neural
effort, indicative of utilizing a more global approach on this
paradigm [19]. Many of the exercises in CRT focus on
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teaching patients to adopt a more global approach [20,21],
but their effects have not been evaluated using fMRI.
We hypothesized that after CRT, patients with AN would
employ a more global approach on the EFT, defined as an
improvement in accuracy and reaction time and a decrease
in neural activation in regions associated with object recognition and visuospatial searching.

Methods
Participants

Nine patients with a current diagnosis of AN fulfilling
DSM-IV criteria (age = 22, BMI (before/after CRT) = 16/15.7,
duration of illness = 3 years), who previously participated
in neuroimaging studies at the Institute of Psychiatry, were
recruited to undergo 10 sessions of CRT over a period of
2 months at the Eating Disorders Service at the Maudsley
Hospital or the Bethlem Royal Hospital, both part of
the South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust
(SLaM). Successful completion of all 10 sessions was
followed by a follow-up brain scan. Details of CRT administration are described in [21]. Five patients reported taking
antidepressant medication throughout the duration of the
study. Fourteen HC (age = 24, BMI = 22.1), who had previously participated in the same studies as the AN group,
were rescanned without any form of training between the
initial (T1) and follow-up scan (T2). Nine HC were selected
for further comparison with the AN sample after optimal
matching in terms of age and IQ using MatchIt [22,23] in
R [24]. The participants were predominantly right-handed,
although five left-handed participants took part in the study
(three AN and two HC). Consent was obtained according
to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
National Research Ethics Committee London Bentham
(11-LO-0952).
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(as described in [28]), with group (HC and AN) and time
(T1 and T2) as factors. Task complexity (SEF and CEF) was
not added as a factor due to a clear ceiling effect during
SEF across the whole sample at both time points.
MRI acquisition and processing

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed using a 1.5 T
GE Signa HDx TwinSpeed MRI scanner (GE-Medical
Systems, WI, USA) at the Centre for Neuroimaging
Sciences, Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London.
Details of the MRI acquisition and of the image analysis
are described in detail in earlier reports from our group
[19]. Group × time interaction analyses were performed to
assess if there was a difference in improvement over time
between the two groups on either the SEF or the CEF. A
false discovery rate (FDR) of less than one false positive
per brain activation map was utilized to correct for multiple comparisons.

Results
EFT performance and imaging results

Clinical measures in AN did not differ from T1 to T2,
and HC scores did not reach clinical cut-off. There was
no statistically significant change in the body mass index
(BMI) in either group. All clinical measures are summarised
in the first section of Table 1. On SEF, trends for a main
Table 1 Overview of clinical measures and performance
on the EFT for patients with AN and HC
AN (n = 9)

HC (n = 9)

T1

T2

T1

T2

BMI

15.9 (2.2)

16.8 (4.1)

22.0 (1.5)

22.0 (1.5)

EDE-Q

4.3 (1.5)

4.3 (1.9)

0.5 (0.9)

0.5 (0.5)

Paradigms

HADS_D

9.5 (6.3)

9.5 (5.8)

0.0 (1.5)

0.0 (3.0)

On the Embedded Figures Tests (described in detail in [19]),
the participants were required to indicate which of two
figures contained a simple geometrical shape by moving a
joystick to the left or to the right. The level of difficulty
varied, and the figures were either simple (SEF) or complex (CEF) in composition (see [25] for further details).
There were 18 unique trials for both the SEF and the CEF,
each lasting for a total of 10 s, and were presented in alternating blocks of three. The order of the blocks did not
change. A white fixation cross on a black background, utilized as a low-level baseline, was presented for 30 s at the
start, middle and end of the experimental run. The total
runtime of the experiment was 450 s. The paradigm did
not differ between the two time points. Performance data
(reaction time and accuracy) were analysed using SPSS 20
(IBM [26]). As the data were non-normal, the KruskalWallis test incorporating the Scheirer-Ray-Hare extension
[27] was used as a non-parametric two-way ANOVA

HADS_A

13.5 (3.8)

13.0 (6.3)

3.0 (7.5)

2.0 (3.0)

OCI-R

17.5 (11.3)

17.0 (12.0)

5.0 (7.0)

2.0 (5.0)

SEF

100% (5.6)

100% (5.6)

100% (5.6)

100% (5.6)

CEF

66.7% (11.1)

77.8% (5.6)

72.2% (8.3)

77.8% (19.4)

SEF

1,743.8 ms
(1,137.9)

1,628.3 ms
(542.8)

1,566.6 ms
(423.2)

1,337.3 ms
(429.5)

CEF

5,738.5 ms
(733.0)

4,696.8 ms
(1,164.1)

5,233.1
(1,020.5)

4,476.4 ms
(629.5)

Clinical measures

Embedded
figures test
Accuracy

Reaction time

Performance scores are given for both simple (SEF) and complex (CEF)
embedded figures. Values given are in median (interquartile range).
EFT embedded figures test, AN anorexia nervosa, HC healthy controls, T1 initial
scan, T2 follow-up, BMI body mass index, EDE-Q Eating Disorder Examination
Questionnaire, HADS Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, OCI-R Obsessive
Compulsive Inventory Revised, SEF Simple Embedded Figures, CEF Complex
Embedded Figures.
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Table 2 Cluster properties of brain regions showing a significant group by time interaction on CEF
Region

Size (voxels)

Cluster p value (FDR corrected)

Talairach coordinates
X

Y

Z

Left fusiform gyrus

82

−39.7

−63.0

−23.7

0.003

Left middle occipital gyrus

74

−25.3

−77.8

−1.7

0.003

Right medial frontal gyrus

62

14.4

−18.5

47.9

0.005

Coordinates are those of the cluster peak and are in the standard space of Talairach and Tournoux.

effect of group (SS = 336.11, df = 1, H = 3.028, p = 0.08) and
time (SS = 400.00, df = 1, H = 3.604, p = 0.06) on reaction
time were found, while there were no differences on accuracy (SS = 5.44, df = 1, H = 0.049, p = 0.82). On CEF, a main
effect of time was found on reaction time (SS = 1,089.00,

df = 1, H = 9.818, p <0.001) as well as accuracy (SS = 608.44,
df = 1, H = 5.482, p = 0.02), but no main effect of group was
seen (SS = 32.11, df = 1, H = 1.025, p = 0.31).
Similar to the behavioural analysis, imaging data were
analysed to assess group × time interactions on SEF and

Figure 1 Changes in blood-oxygenation-level dependent response for complex embedded figures on the embedded figures test (EFT)
illustrating a group × time interaction indicative of task-related activation (in red-yellow) and task-related deactivation (in blue-green) in those
with anorexia nervosa (AN) and healthy controls (HC). A goodness of fit statistic (y-axis, arbitrary unit) was extracted from the cluster mean of
reported brain regions on the EFT and plotted along the initial (T1) and follow-up (T2) scans (x-axis) for both AN (in blue) and HC (in black, dotted).
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CEF. There was no indication of significant changes in
blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) signal on SEF.
On CEF, significant group × time interactions were found in
the medial frontal gyrus (extending towards the precuneus),
fusiform gyrus (extending into the cerebellum) and middle
occipital gyrus (extending into the lingual gyrus (Table 2).
In these regions, the average BOLD response was extracted
(by averaging the underlying goodness of fit statistics) for
further interpretation (Figure 1).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to assess the effects of CRT
on central coherence in terms of performance and brain
function. There was a clear improvement in performance
on CEF with time, but this was not significantly different
between the groups and likely to be the result of a practice
effect. Neuroimaging data revealed a decrease in taskrelated activation in both groups and is in accordance
with the notion of a practice effect. However, during
CEF, there were stronger decreases in BOLD signal
from T1 to T2 in AN compared to HC in the fusiform
gyrus and middle occipital gyrus. Accordingly, AN
demonstrated a greater decrease in task-related deactivation in the medial frontal gyrus at T2. The medial
frontal lobes have been implicated in the default mode
network [24], and previous studies have shown that
task-related decreases negatively correlate with taskrelated activation. As such, the findings presented here
are consistent with the notion of a shift in activation
towards the cognitive demands of the task as task-related
deactivation increases [27,28]. While the greater decrease
in neural effort could be indicative of changes due to CRT,
our design made ruling out differences in practice effect
unattainable, and we recommend future studies to also
compare CRT to treatment as usual.
In the variant of the EFT paradigm utilized here, the
target shape is always present and participants have to
make a choice between two figures. This is different
from the original paradigm in which participants have to
state whether or not the figure is present [25]. As such,
the paradigm requires participants to switch their attention between two stimuli to search for the simple shape
and utilize a more global strategy to successfully perform
the task. Our previous cross-sectional fMRI findings on
the EFT reported poorer performance in AN alongside
greater task-related activation in the fusiform gyrus and
greater task-related deactivation in the posterior cingulate
cortex [19]. Their poorer performance was in line with previous literature on central coherence [6,7], and the changes
in BOLD response suggested that those with AN do not
direct their neural effort as efficiently as controls. This was
interpreted as indicative of a cognitive bias towards detailoriented thinking and an inability to utilize a more global
strategy. Many of the exercises in CRT focus on thinking
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in terms of the bigger picture instead of focusing on the
details [21]. In light of this, the findings presented here
could be indicative of a more efficient use of neural resources in those with AN after CRT.
This pilot study provides data for further research and
has strengths and limitations which could be considered for
future studies. To date, this is the first study to longitudinally assess central coherence using fMRI, before and after
CRT, in those with AN and compare their performance
to the general population. However, we are mindful of
the limitations of this exploratory design, such as the
absence of a parallel measure of the embedded figure test,
a small sample size and a non-randomised design. Furthermore, our chosen statistical approach may have
been too conservative for such a small sample size, and
an increase of power in future studies might lead to
clearer results. Though we were unable to ensure that
antidepressant medication did not play a role in our
findings, medication is part of a pragmatic and a realworld representation of AN, and whether SSRIs have
an effect in patients with low BMIs can be debated to
some extent [3,20].
In summary, the findings from larger CRT studies that
have shown positive behavioural improvements have not
been replicated in this study [13,16,18]. We do believe
that while inconclusive, the conservative findings from
this study validate the need to further extend research
into brain functioning in AN. Future longitudinal studies
using larger samples and comparing CRT to treatment
as usual are required for a better understanding of the
effects of CRT at a neural level.
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